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Pupils will:

Through our context for learning, pupils will:


plan and organise ideas and information using an appropriate format.

Through daily literacy activities, pupils will:








learn how to keep themselves and others safe.



learn how to react in unsafe situations and emergencies.



be able to demonstrate how to travel safely.



develop their aim, coordination and cooperation skills through a block
of rugby tuition with Melrose Rugby Club.

develop their reading fluency and comprehension.
apply known spelling patterns to all written work and will make use of
all taught spelling strategies when attempting to spell unknown words.
develop their understanding of grammar and sentence structure with a
focus on checking their own work according to writing sucContexts for Learning:
cess criteria.
Working with and creating
use ideas from other writers to create their own piece of
Textiles
writing.

Remind your child to bring their iPad to school daily ,charged
and ready to learn.

Numeracy and Mathematics
The pupils will:







continue to develop a range of counting and calculation
skills, building on quick and accurate recall of number
facts.
use the 8 compass points when describing or following
directions.
locate given coordinates and be able to provide coordinates for a location on a grid.
be able to recognise amounts of turn as angles.
be able to recognise right, acute and obtuse angles in
shapes and the wider world

How you can help at
home...

In Primary 4 skills, knowledge
and understanding are
developed through a range of
teaching and learning
opportunities.

These include direct teaching,
targeted group time and a
variety of independent and
cooperative learning activities.

Continue to support your child with Reading Home Learning
and encourage them to read a variety of texts out with their
class reading book.

Home Learning:


Reading will be set regularly.



Tricky Word lists can be practised on ‘Spelling City’
which is saved in Safari on their iPads.

